
 

 

When did you first start training at BICF and what makes it special to you? 

June 2018. BICF is dynamically different than any other gym or fitness community I've experienced. 
The structured programming, skilled coaching and friendly comradery within the community has 
created an additional space in my life where I can be challenged and genuinely form relationships 
with others both in and out of the gym. What has both intentionally been created by the coaches and 
organically grown through the members is unique to CrossFit and this gym.   

What is your sports & fitness background? 

200 Hr Registered Yoga Teacher. I take a holistic approach to wellness by making my fitness routine 
complement my life. However, with the exception to yoga, I would get bored and unmotivated with 
many programs and philosophies. I've lead an active lifestyle my whole life through playing sports, 
and enjoying various activities like skiing and hiking, but it wasn't until CrossFit that I found what I was 
really looking for to enhance my fitness journey. I've never looked more forward to going to the gym. 

What sort of changes have you seen in your body, health and fitness since starting with BICF? 

Does having a perky butt for the first time count? ;) With a fairly lengthy history of injuries, some 
reoccurring, I wondered if additional strength and endurance could help change my pattern. After 
completing physical therapy for my shoulder I skeptically visited BICF to learn more. I worked out 
regularly, but always felt my body was capable of more and I wanted more of a challenge. It didn't 
take long for me to become totally hooked and noticeably stronger. My time at the gym translates to 
better living outside of the gym; I carry myself with more awareness knowing what I'm capable of.  

 
I really enjoy trying new things like max height box jumps, sandbag carries and rope climbs; many 
things I wouldn't feel comfortable trying on my own. It's created more of a sense of play in my life 
which makes time with our toddler that much more fun and my energy has greatly increased as well. 

 
Since joining, our toddler has been welcomed with open arms and loves coming to the gym with me. 
My husband has since joined as well and it's really created a fun addition to our relationship by having 
the workouts to enjoy and talk about together, even when not doing them at the same time of day.  

What would you say to folks who are on the fence about getting started with us? 

Nothing long-lasting happens overnight. Our coaches say and I have to agree, "trust the process." 
For a quick fix, you're not in the right place, but for lasting lifestyle change, you'll find it here. Learn to 
listen to your body and understand when you should push through soreness and back off to avoid 
injury. The more consistent you are, the better the coaches know you and can best challenge and 
support you on your journey. We have a lot of fun, no one cares what you look like and you grow 
stronger and closer after fighting through the tough challenges alongside one another; if this sounds 
good to you, come join us!  
 
 
~Renee Quinn 

 


